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This series of presentations is built around the premise that an 

attorney facing ethical issues in the practice of law is somewhat 

akin to a pilot encountering the risks and perils of the air. In the 

course of a flight, each must use skills of perception, evaluation, 

and avoidance in order to complete the planned mission safely 

and without harm to self or others. Some hazards, we know, are 

easily detected; like towering cumulonimbus clouds, they can be 

seen for miles, and the risks of tangling with them are obvious.  

Others hazards are more subtle and may lie at considerable 

distance from those which are more apparent.  
 

Most pilots find the study of accidents and incidents helpful in 

shaping and refining their hazard-detection skills.  Gleaning 

lessons from the mistakes and misfortunes of others can be both 

interesting and instructive and lead to a greater chance of safely-

completed missions.   

 

What follows, then, are some case studies which, like aircraft 

accident reports, may help the careful pilot/practitioner stay 

clear of airborne misfortune and safely complete each mission, 

delighting the passengers and satisfying its captain. 

 

Cooking the Books: It Gets Hot with a Lot in the Pot 

 

State of North Carolina v.  Jerry B. Clayton, Robert W. 

Myrick, Robert D. McClanahan, Ronald G. Coulter, and 

Gladys Nicole Clayton, Attorneys,  Complaint of the 

Disciplinary Commission of the North Carolina State Bar, 

filed October 10, 2017. 
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Prudent aviators in air commerce understand that the tasks 

confronting flight and ground crews are perhaps equally 

divided between those that directly support the conduct of a 

safe and proper flight, and those that document the whole 

operation.  There are, after all, documents supporting the 

airworthiness of the aircraft and its maintenance, those 

ensuring that cockpit personnel are appropriately 

credentialed and experienced, a plethora of routine business 

records, and not incidentally, those that track the 

expenditures and income of the business.  All of us can 

recall various media accounts of embarrassing 

administrative enforcement actions against major air 

carriers that were attributed by the operators to mere 

“paperwork violations,” but such representations are as 

unsatisfying to the enforcement authorities as they are 

unsettling to the target audience of potential or past 

passengers. 

Prudent legal aviators also understand that, while non-

compliance with sound recordkeeping and financial 

management will not normally endanger life and limb, it 

most certainly can endanger things of very substantial 

value.  These include things such as the ability to make a 

living plying the legal airways and the maintenance of a 

reputation for trustworthiness and sound financial and 

management practices. 
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Of course, both literal and legal aviators can be in peril 

when there is, or even appears to be, a number of 

individuals acting in concert on matters such as fudging 

record-keeping or financial management.  Our story here 

involves five North Carolina legal aviators who, at least 

according to their legal FSDO, have some serious ‘splainin’ 

to do. 

The airmen at issue were four men who joined the bar 

between 1970 and 1980, and a woman who was admitted to 

the bar in 2005.  All were members of the same firm 

located in Durham, North Carolina, and had been plying 

the legal airways uneventfully for some time.  A small 

cumulus cloud first appeared over the firm when, on March 

17, 2005, a routine subpoena for a random audit of the 

firm’s trust account was nailed to the hangar door, naming 

airman Gladys Nicole Clayton as the unlucky respondent.  

Unfortunately, this audit of the firm’s logbooks yielded the 

following regulatory disappointments: 

.  The firm did not have any quarterly reconciliations for 

the trust account for the preceding year. 

 

The firm had only three monthly reconciliations for the 

firm's trust account for the    preceding year.  

                                                                                           

The firm had not identified the clients for which cash 

deposits were made into the trust account. 
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On trust account checks, the firm occasionally failed to 

indicate the client from whose funds in the trust 

account the check was drawn. 

 

Each of these irregularities was a violation of section 1.15-3 of 

the applicable North Carolina disciplinary code.   

 

As a result, on May 11,, 2015, Airman Nancy Clayton was 

ordered to provide a three-way reconciliation of the firm’s trust 

account using a supplied form with backup data from the firm’s 

records, all to be provided by May 29th.  On May 19th, she asked 

for an extension of time, and one was granted until July 31st.  

However, once again our airman failed to submit the required 

reconciliation on the agreed date.  Thus, on September 4th, the 

Disciplinary Committee brought this to her attention and sua 

sponte granted our airman an extension until September 30th.   

 

By now it will not surprise you to learn that she failed to 

respond by that date as well.  But it may surprise you to hear 

that once again, the disciplinary authorities simply wrote our 

airman another letter in November with another deadline she 

ignored, and then sent another letter in March, 2016 asking for a 

full audit down to date by April 20th.  And finally, on that day, a 

firm employee sent an email stating the requested reconciliation 

would be e-mailed the very next day.  

 

But of course, it wasn’t.  Further warnings and certified letters 

went ignored. Finally, about 14 months after their first contact 

with our airman, the authorities notified her in late June, 2016 

that a grievance file had been opened against her and issued yet 

another deadline for a reconciliation and production of 
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supporting documents.  A further flurry of document requests 

and piecemeal responses continued for the rest of the summer 

and fall of 2016, such that the majority of the documents 

requested were eventually produced. But the numerous requests 

for trust account three-way reconciliations went uncompleted by 

our airman.1 

 

Meanwhile, the bar’s discomforture spread when another 

Clayton in the firm, Jerry (perhaps her father, though that is not 

disclosed in the record) overdrew the firm trust account in early 

December, 2016, causing an automatic notification of the bar 

association.  This spawned further inquiries to this Clayton, 

which produced more of the same nonresponsiveness and 

dissembling which had characterized the firm’s interactions to 

date. 

 

Given this dismal record, the bar on March 10, 2017 served 

subpoenas on Jerry Clayton plus the three remaining partners, 

Myrick, McClanahan and Coulter, making the same request of 

each of them that it had been making to Nancy Clayton for over 

two years, namely the production of three-way reconciliations 

for the last several quarters with supporting documentation, all 

due on March 27,, 2017.  

  

On that date, the firm announced it would produce the requested 

documentation and this time, a firm employee actually showed 

up with the requested reconciliations covering the last two 

quarters of 2016.  However, the employee told the bar that the 

                                                 
1 In fact, at a meeting held that fall with a bar representative, our airman admitted 

that she did not understand what a three-way reconciliation was, effectively 

conceding she had never done one. 
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furnished documents were originals and requested that they be 

copied and returned to the employee. Instead, the bar returned 

copies and kept the supposed originals which, again, purported 

to have been created contemporaneously during the last two 

quarters of 2016, as the governing rules of professional 

responsibility required. Thus it is hardly surprising that the bar 

paid particular attention to these “originals.” 

 

The supporting documents supplied with the reconciliation 

forms included printouts from two sources: the firm’s financial 

software and the bank’s website.  On each of these printouts, the 

date on which it was printed was present. But it had been 

covered by white-out tape which the firm had obviously added 

to each printout.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, the concealed dates 

were March 26th and 27th, 2017, the latter being the date of 

delivery to the bar, with the single exception of a bank printout 

created on January 27, 2017. 

 

As a result of these troubling observations, the bar sent certified 

letters to each of the five legal airmen pointing out the apparent 

discrepancies in the concealed document-generation dates and 

the supposed 2016 time periods they had been generated and 

used in providing the required reconciliations.  Not all replied, 

but those airmen who did stated that the reconciliations had been 

accomplished between the fifth and the 10th of each month and 

that this was the standing practice at the firm.  In particular, 

Airman Nancy Clayton stated that because the original 

documents had “chicken scratch” annotations from the 

computation process all over them, she had decided to reprint 

them on March 26th  and 27th  so that the bar would get clean 

copies.  When she saw that the printer she used had emblazoned 
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the current dates on the documents, she became “alarmed” that 

the bar might think that the required computations had just been 

performed, and decided that she would white-out those dates. 

 

Confronted with this dog’s breakfast, the bar sent letters to each 

of the five legal airmen, pointing out the various and sundry 

instances of non-responsiveness or incompleteness among them 

and demanding that they respond at various dates in May, 2017.  

On May 26th, all five legal airmen signed a single response to 

these inquiries.  The response asserted the following salient facts 

concerning the matters and documents at issue: 

 

 The firm had prepared the required and submitted monthly 

reconciliations between the fifth and the 10th of each month.   

 

 In preparing and assembling the firm’s response to the bar 

at the end of March, Nancy Clayton noticed that the supporting 

documents were festooned with scribbles and notes; she 

therefore reprinted them on March 26th and 27th using a printer 

which, it turned out, entered the date on each document. 

 

 To avoid the “false impression” that would be created by 

these printer dates, namely that the required computations had 

not been performed until March 26th or 27th, the printer dates 

were obscured with white-out tape before submission to the bar. 

 

 Concerning the bar’s request for the original “chicken 

scratch” documents, those had been requested from the firm’s 

shredding contractor and would be provided the following week. 
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Notably missing from these responses was an explanation for 

the fact that the supposedly clean, reprinted documents 

submitted to the bar themselves contained handwritten “chicken 

scratch” notes and computations which could only have been 

added on March 26th and 27th, 2017.  Furthermore, if in fact all 

of these reconciliations had been accomplished in timely 

fashion, why had they not been produced in the months and 

even years over which they had been sought? 

 

Needless to say, no “original” 2016 documents, chicken-

scratched or otherwise, were subsequently produced by the firm. 

 

With all of this (and more) set forth in the factual recitations of 

the Complaint, the bar set forth its airman-by-airman recitation 

of the charging allegations against each one.  Obviously, the 

greatest number were alleged against Airman Nancy, since she 

concededly held the primary responsibility within the firm for 

monitoring and reconciling the trust account on a monthly and 

quarterly basis.  She also had the longest string of non-

responses, evasions and failures to produce documents 

stretching back over two years. 

 

All five of our legal airman, however, were targeted for the 

alleged buildups penetration demonstrated by the letter signed 

by all of them.  The complaint first alleges that each and every 

representation that the reconciliations had been timely 

performed was either knowingly false or presented with reckless 

disregard for its truth or falsity in violation of NC Rule 8.1(a).  

Second, the presentation of doctored documents to the bar in 

connection with its ongoing investigation were likewise false 

statements of material fact in violation of the same rule. Third, 
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these false statements were alleged to have been done with the 

express purpose of misleading the investigation and thus 

involved dishonesty, fraud, deceit and/or misrepresentation in 

violation of NC Rule 8.4(c).  Finally, in addition to or 

alternatively, the aforementioned buildups penetrations all 

represented conduct prejudicial to the administration of justice, 

in violation of NC Rule 8.4(d). 

 

Of course, we keep in mind that all of the above are simply 

recitations in a complaint brought by the enforcement authority.  

Having said that, whether or not ultimately proven or pleaded to, 

the above allegations present a towering pattern of buildups that 

thoughtful legal airmen are well advised to see and avoid.  One 

can only imagine that if the shortcomings noted after the initial 

trust-account ramp check had been acknowledged and corrected 

in the first instance, the charging allegations would doubtless 

have been far more limited both in scope, consequence and in 

the number of airmen involved.  Instead, the allegations paint a 

picture of purposeful noncompliance by one or more of our five 

legal airmen, in the apparent hope -- or reality-denying 

expectation -- that if ignored, it would all simply go away.   

 

Of course, it never does, and in this case the cockpit crew 

aboard Flagship Buildups-Buster grew larger the more 

threatening the turbulence became. They will now have to strap 

down and hope that each of them, and their enterprise, will 

somehow avert the catastrophic downdrafts that could lie, to 

coin a phrase, dead ahead. 

 

Cooking the Books II: Taking Some for the Team 
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In the Matter of John F. Meyers, S17Y1593 (Dec. 11, 2017 

GA) 

 

Personal relationships can be extremely valuable in the world of 

commercial aviation.  The early days of airline travel often 

featured colorful figures such as Juan Trippe and Howard 

Hughes, and collaborations between airline chiefs and 

manufacturing moguls produced stunningly successful aircraft 

such as the DC-2 and -3, the Lockheed Constellation, and the 

Boeing 707.  As the business has matured, it has of necessity 

been overrun with lawyers, accountants and government 

busybodies – I mean, regulators – and that has changed things.  

But healthy business relationships remain valuable, and even 

essential, to success in aviation. 

 

Legal aviators experience the same thing, since while flying the 

legal airways they encounter many comrades with whom 

interaction is required and even pleasurable on occasion.  Good 

interpersonal relationships can lead to productive business ones, 

so long as boundaries of propriety and good sense predominate.  

When they don’t, however, skies which were severe clear and 

sunny can become populated with potentially troublesome 

buildups, as our next legal aviators found to their detriment. 

 

Our story primarily involves two legal aviators, the one at issue 

here being Georgia attorney John Meyers, who had joined the 

Georgia bar in 1983 out of Emory law school and after a stint at 

Gibson Dunn became managing partner at Seyfarth Shaw in 

Atlanta, where he remained until joining Barnes & Thornburg as 

a partner in 2012 in their labor and employment law department. 
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In 2014 he ascended to the Georgia Super Lawyers list in this 

field.   

 

During his time with the Shaw firm, he dealt with Michael 

DiTano, the in-house counsel of a wholly-owned subsidiary of a 

New Jersey-based manufacturer, the J.M. Huber Corporation, 

which was a long-time and significent client of the firm.  In the 

course of their relationship, which grew to be a substantial 

social relationship as well, Airman Meyer learned that DiTano 

was permitted by the corporation to do outside legal work, so 

long as it did not conflict with corporate interests and was done 

on personal time.  DiTano told Airman Meyer that he was 

developing this outside practice and would like to send some of 

his outside legal work to the Shaw firm. Airman Meyer was 

willing to accommodate this request.  Beginning in 2011, the 

Shaw firm began doing work both for DiTano and his outside 

practice. 

 

Trouble on the airways began when some of DiTano’s clients 

had trouble paying their Shaw firm legal bills.  According to 

DiTano’s later testimony, Airman Meyer initially suggested he 

could write off the cost of those services as “client 

development,” but then came back to DiTano, saying that he 

needed to recoup the fees for the firm somehow.  Airman Meyer 

denied ever agreeing to write off the fees. 

 

In any event, DiTano and Meyer evidently co-developed the 

practice of rolling the fees for this private work done for DiTano 

and his private clients into the bills the Shaw firm submitted to 

the corporate client for payment, which on a monthly basis 

could be in the tens or even hundreds of thousands of dollars.  
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The description of the work that had been performed was edited 

to eliminate information that would make clear that the work 

was not performed directly for the corporate client.  In this 

manner, Airman Meyer ensured that the Shaw firm was paid for 

its work for the non-corporate clients.  Unfortunately, this 

laudable objective was achieved by defrauding the Huber 

corporation, another client of the firm. 

 

Airman Meyer and DiTano threaded their way amongst these 

towering buildups for about a year, at which point the corporate 

client somehow found out what its house counsel was up to and 

fired him.  (DiTano ultimately surrendered his Florida and 

Georgia law licenses voluntarily to those bars.) The corporate 

client then initiated an inquiry with the Shaw firm; the firm 

reimbursed the corporate client for all the bills it had paid for the 

private work and wrote off the rest.  Then, the firm confronted 

our airman.   

 

He admitted that he had submitted the altered bills but 

maintained from the beginning that he did so at behest of 

DiTano, who told him that it was an acceptable procedure 

because much of the work performed ultimately would be 

beneficial to the corporation and because in-house counsel 

would reimburse the corporate client for any work that was not 

beneficial to it.  Our airman also immediately offered to 

reimburse either his firm or the corporate client, and ultimately 

did in fact repay over $95,300 to his firm, covering over 

$38,000 for the billings the firm had reimbursed to the client and 

over $57,000 that his firm had written off.  
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The state bar charged Airman Meyers with violating numerous 

rules of professional conduct including, as in the last case, 

provisions governing fraud, misrepresentations, dishonesty and 

impairing the just administration of the law.  The matter was 

heard by a special master who, apparently swayed by DiTano’s 

compelled testimony, recommended disbarment.  In due course, 

the matter proceeded to the Review Panel, which issued its own 

report and recommendation of a two-year suspension rather than 

disbarment.  The matter then proceeded to the Georgia Supreme 

Court, which issued its opinion on December 11, 2017. 

 

Upon its review, the Supreme Court agreed with the Review 

Panel that the two-year suspension was the appropriate sanction 

in this matter.  The Court also agreed that there was no clear 

evidence that our airman had sought to mislead either the 

investigators or the Special Master by claiming that he never 

regarded anything he did as complicity in a fraudulent scheme. 

As the Court noted: 

 

In particular, we agree with the review panel’s implicit 

conclusion that a lawyer’s decision to put up a defense in a 

disciplinary proceeding -- whether by disputing evidence 

against him or refusing to concede whatever inferences the 

state bar argues may be drawn therefrom -- is not always an 

aggravating factor that counsels the imposition of harsher 

discipline.   

 

Slip Op. at 7. The Court likewise noted Airman Meyers’s 

contrition and his full reimbursement of all legal expenses 

arising out of the altered billing scheme.  It therefor 

unanimously adopted a two-year suspension dating from its 
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December 11, 2017 opinion and provided that he need not 

involve either the Court or the State Bar in the resumption of his 

practice when his beach time was completed. 

 

Two years in the tie-downs is no small sanction to a well-heeled, 

well-regarded legal airman with over 30 unblemished years in 

his logbook. Clearly the joint undertaking with DiTano was 

fraught with potential turbulence and that potential developed 

from scattered buildups into an extensive squall line that 

inflicted serious damage to our airman and permanently 

grounded another. 

 

 

Pulling Rank: When Big Shots Get Wounded 

 

Disciplinary Counsel v. Williams, Slip Op. No. 2017-OH-

9100 (Dec.19, 2017 OH) 

 

“Pride goeth before a fall,” says the famous ancient Biblical 

proverb,2 and over the history of aviation numerous smoking 

holes bear sad witness to its application to this otherwise noble 

endeavor.  A healthy belief in one’s self and one’s occupation is 

of course an asset in aviation; one thing I observed over a career 

involving the representation of air traffic controllers in accident 

cases is that few if any of them seem beset by self-doubts.  The 

same can also be said of pilots, especially and specifically those 

in commercial aviation who are accustomed to holding lives and 

destinies of hundreds of passengers in their hands day in and 

day out in what is, after all, an inherently dangerous 
                                                 
2  Actually, in the King James version, Proverbs 16:18 says “Pride goeth before 

destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall.” 
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undertaking.  Ego strength is a necessary component of these 

professions, and of course many others as well. 

 

Included therein are certain kinds of legal aviators, particularly 

those engaged in active trial work which is, after all, a form of 

Performance Art.  Public speaking, especially of the persuasive 

sort, requires a certain measure of fortitude and flexibility which 

enable the proficient legal airman to deliver the goods even 

through rapidly-changing and often challenging circumstances 

along the legal airways. 

 

In both literal and legal aviation, certain behavioral components 

are expected and even required in order to maintain one’s 

professional standing.  These times that we have spent together 

over the years teach nothing if not the requirement for careful 

evaluation of the consequences of personal behavior both inside 

and outside the flight deck.  On occasion the enormity of a 

misstep becomes apparent only after it has been made, and such 

a realization can sometimes only make matters worse, as our 

next story illustrates. 

 

Airman Cynthia Williams of Hillsboro, Ohio began flying the 

legal airways in that state in 1991, and by July, 1997 had been 

appointed as a magistrate of the Highland County Court of 

Common Pleas, General Division.  On April 1, 2015 she was 

appointed as a magistrate of that court’s probate and juvenile 

divisions in recognition of her performance to that date. 

 

On July 9, 2016 our airman was driving along state route 32 in 

Union Township, Clermont County at 3:30am when an Ohio 

State Highway Patrol officer observed her car drift left of center 
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and pulled her over.  The trooper asked our airman to step out of 

her car and inquired how much she had had to drink; she gave 

the customary “two beers” reply.  When the trooper began to 

administer the horizontal gaze nystagmus test and the potential 

gravity of her situation began to sink in, our airman volunteered, 

“I’m a magistrate.”  When asked where, she responded 

“Highland County.” The trooper responded that he had to make 

sure that she was not driving while intoxicated and continued his 

roadside tests. 

 

A few minutes later as he was giving her instructions on the 

“walk and turn” test, she continued, “I’m a judge. My son’s a 

Secret Service officer.  I would not be driving drunk.” As the 

trooper put the cuffs on her and informed her she had flunked 

the field sobriety test, she said, “Please!  I’m a judge. Don’t do 

this to me.  I did not flunk this.  I didn’t flunk it!” 

 

The trooper placed our airman in the back seat of his cruiser, 

from which she continued her imprecations.  “Sir,” she said, 

“I’m going to lose my job!  Please let me speak to my attorney.  

Officer,” she said. “Officer, listen to me!  I may lose my job.  

Would you please let me speak to my attorney in the car?  

Please? I’m a judge,” she continued. “My son’s a Secret Service 

officer!”  

 

Somehow the trooper was unmoved.  Subsequently, our airman 

pleaded no contest to reckless operation, a third-degree 

misdemeanor in Ohio.  She was found guilty and sentenced to 

30 days in jail, with 27 days suspended; given two years of 

community-control sanctions, including three days at a 

residential driver’s intervention program; and fined $200 plus 
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court costs.  In addition, the court suspended her driver’s license 

for six months but also granted her limited driving privileges for 

that period. 

 

On December 6, 2016, the Disciplinary Counsel filed a 

complaint alleging that Williams had abused the privilege and 

prestige of her judicial office to advance her own personal 

interests and in an attempt to avoid arrest during a traffic stop 

(Jud.Cond.R.1.3) by asserting her status as a magistrate.  Based 

on the parties’ stipulations and our airman’s hearing testimony, 

a panel of the Board of Professional Conduct found that she had 

indeed committed the charged violation and recommended that 

she be publicly reprimanded for her misconduct.  The full Board 

adopted the panel’s findings and recommended sanction. 

 

On its review, the Ohio Supreme Court recited the stipulated 

facts as already set forth and turned its attention to an analysis of 

the sanction.  Noting the lack of any aggravating factors, the 

court agreed with the stipulated mitigating factors that our 

airman did not have any prior disciplinary record, had 

demonstrated a cooperative attitude toward the disciplinary 

process, and presented evidence of her good character and 

reputation at the hearing.  The parties had also stipulated, and 

the full board had found, that in addition to the criminal 

sanctions for her offense, she had lost her appointment as a 

probate and juvenile magistrate, served a two-week suspension 

without pay from her job as a general division magistrate, was 

placed on indefinite probation in her job, and had her salary 

frozen through the end of 2017 causing a loss of approximately 

2% of her total income for that year. 
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In light of all of these factors, the Supreme Court agreed with 

the full board that the appropriate sanction, consistent with prior 

cases, was a public reprimand which it thereupon imposed, 

together with the costs of the proceedings. 

 

Anyone making a living in air commerce has a heightened 

awareness of the danger of the incautious use of alcohol and 

other drugs, and legal airmen, especially those in positions of 

governmental or judicial authority, are likewise held to a high 

standard.  The only thing worse than a transgression in this area 

is any attempt by the transgressor, perhaps lubricated by the 

uninhibiting qualities of the drug, to use their position of 

responsibility or authority to try to escape from the 

consequences.  Perhaps back in the day, that worked on some 

occasions.  In the modern world, it is a recipe for a memorable 

ride through wing-bending buildups. 

 

 

Carolina Blue: You Can’t Say That in Mayberry 

 

NC State Bar v. Jennifer Nicole Foster, No. COA17-443 

(NC Ct App Dec. 19, 2017) 

 

Most people would probably agree that there has been a 

coarsening of the public discourse in our time, or so it seems to 

some of us refugees from the days of the dinosaurs.  Of course 

there’s really no new profanities or invective, it’s just that they 

are employed more openly and tolerated more widely than they 

used to be.  Whether this development is good, bad or 

indifferent is a matter of opinion.  However, there are times and 
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places where the old rules, if that’s what they were, continue to 

hold sway. 

 

My FCC Restricted Radiotelephone Operators Permit dated 

January 15, 1965 is in my wallet with my pilot credentials.  

While it is a relic of bygone days, there has been no appreciable 

change from the language used by aviators since the ‘60s, 

except that necessitated by the changes in technology and 

procedures.  Communications by and large remain crisp and 

professional. 

 

Legal airmen experience the same thing.  While on occasion 

things may get rough and rowdy in the course of a contentious 

deposition or somesuch, in the courthouse and in professional 

communications a sense of professional decorum is expected 

and deviations therefrom run the risk of encountering convective 

turbulence, as our next legal airman found out. 

 

Jennifer Nicole Foster graduated from the UNC law school with 

honors and was admitted to the North Carolina bar in 1995; in 

2011 she was practicing an Asheville as a self-styled “activist” 

lawyer.  In the fall of that year, she became involved in the 

representation of local members of the “Occupy” movement, 

one whose public persona was decidedly confrontational and 

uninhibited in its public dialogue and behavior. 

 

On the evening of November 5, 2011, our airman entered the 

magistrate’s office in the Buncombe County Detention Center to 

inquire about arrest warrants that had been issued for several 

members of the Occupy Asheville movement.  She encountered 

Magistrate Amanda Fisher, who was one of two magistrates on 
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duty at the time, and identified herself as an attorney for the 

movement.  She asked the magistrate “what the hell is going on 

around here” with respect to the warrants, prompting Magistrate 

Fisher to warn her to watch her language and that she was in a 

courtroom.  (Our airman later disputed whether these statements 

were made to her.) The magistrate went on to say that she could 

not release information concerning outstanding warrants on 

others, but did inform our airman that there was no outstanding 

warrant on her. “What the f### is going on around here?” 

demanded our airman, prompting Magistrate Fisher to renew her 

warning, but in response our airman opened wide her bomb bay 

doors for a full F-bomb release on the magistrate.  According to 

the magistrate, as she was being advised that she was in 

contempt of court, our airman walked out, loudly dropping 

further obscenities as she left.  

 

Or tried to.  At Magistrate Fisher’s request, county detention 

officers stopped our airman from exiting the premises and 

returned her to the magistrate’s office.  The second magistrate 

on duty that evening appeared and witnessed the remainder of 

our airman’s fusillade of profanities, unleashed as Magistrate 

Fisher entered her order of contempt.  On January 17, 2012, our 

airman was convicted of direct criminal contempt of court 

following a hearing on December 1, 2011 in the Buncombe 

County Superior Court.   

 

Ultimately, this contempt conviction was reversed on procedural 

grounds (for lack of opportunity to respond to the charges), but 

the kerfuffle was not over.  The North Carolina State Bar’s 

Disciplinary Hearing Committee filed a complaint against our 

airman on March 25, 2014.  These proceedings were continued 
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pending a Federal action which our airman initiated against 

Magistrate Fisher, among others, so the disciplinary hearing was 

not held until July, 2016, after the federal case was dismissed.  

 

Following the DHC hearing, the DHC found that our airman’s 

conduct violated the state Rules of Professional Conduct 

sections 3.5(a)(4)(B) and 8.4(d).  It ordered a two-year 

suspension of her legal airman’s certificate pending compliance 

with certain conditions, including that she follow the 

recommendations and treatment program of her therapist.  

 

Our airman appealed to a three-judge panel of the state’s Court 

of Appeals. After noting that its scope of review was limited by 

the “whole record test,” requiring findings of fact be supported 

by substantial evidence in view of the whole record, with due 

deference given to the credibility findings of the DHC, the court 

noted that RPC 3.5(a)(4)(B) forbids “conduct intended to disrupt 

the tribunal including . . .  undignified or discourteous conduct 

that is degrading to a tribunal.” While our airman admitted to 

disrespecting Magistrate Fisher, she argued that a magistrate is 

not a “tribunal” under these rules.   

 

The Court of Appeals noted that under Rule 1.0(n),   

 

“Tribunal” denotes a court, an arbitrator in a binding 

arbitration proceeding, or a legislative body, administrative 

agency, or other body acting in an adjudicative capacity.  

The term encompasses any proceeding conducted in the 

course of a trial or litigation, or conducted pursuant to the 

tribunal’s rules of civil or criminal procedure or other 

relevant rules of the tribunal, such as a deposition, 
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arbitration, or mediation.  A legislative body, 

administrative agency or other body acts in an adjudicative 

capacity when a neutral official, after the presentation of 

evidence or legal argument by a party or parties, may 

render a binding legal judgment directly affecting a party’s 

interests in a particular matter. 

 

Slip op. at 5-6. The Court went on to note that while Rule 1.0 

does not include the term “magistrate,”  

 

. . . a magistrate may be defined as a “judicial officer with 

strictly limited jurisdiction and  

authority, often on the local level and often restricted to 

criminal cases,” and a  

magistrate’s court is a “court with limited jurisdiction over 

minor criminal and civil  

matters.”  Id., citing Black’s Law Dictionary (10th ed. 

2014).  

 

Magistrates, the Court noted, are created by the same state 

constitutional provisions as the general courts of the state (N.C. 

Const. art. IV, § 2; see also N.C. Gen. Stat. § 7A-4 (2015)).  

Magistrates are created in this article and declared “officers of 

the District Court.”  (N.C. Const. art. IV, § 10; see also N.C. 

Gen. Stat. § 7A-170.)  They have, the Court noted, the power 

“[t]o punish for  

direct criminal contempt.”  N.C. Gen. Stat. § 7A-292(a)(2). 

 

The definitions and core functions the Court set forth above and 

applied in this case satisfied the Court that a magistrate is a 

tribunal as that term appears in Rule 3.5.  Consistent with  
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Rule 1.0, the State Bar also defines “tribunal” as a court or other 

adjudicative body that  

administers justice, and like a tribunal, a magistrate is an 

adjudicative body led by a  

judicial officer.  

 

With this (and considerably more) exposition validating a 

magistrate as a tribunal, the court had little trouble disposing of 

the specific challenges mounted by our airman.  First, she 

argued that the signage at the detention center indicated only an 

“office” and not a court, but the Court noted that in North 

Carolina a magistrate may have a courtroom or an office to 

conduct business.  Our airman also argued that a magistrate was 

not a tribunal because comments to rule 3.5 alluded to a judge 

presiding in a tribunal which, the Court noted, required “a great 

leap in logic” to conclude that a tribunal only exists when 

presided over by a judge. 

 

With a violation of rule 3.5 established, the Court turned to our 

airman’s challenge to the violation of rule 8.4(d), which forbids 

engaging in “conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of 

justice.” She argued that the DHC’s conclusions that her 

outbursts harmed the administration of justice and interfered 

with the ability of the magistrates to perform their duties were 

conclusory and unwarranted notwithstanding her admitted 

conduct.  

 

The Court noted that explanatory notes to the RPCs involved 

make clear that a showing of actual prejudice is not necessary to 

establish violations of this kind.  And indeed, the Court noted 

that although it had previously reversed her criminal conviction 
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arising out of the incident on procedural grounds, it had also on 

that occasion stated as follows: 

 

We are, however, very troubled by defendant’s use of 

profanity in the magistrate’s office while conducting court 

related business despite warnings by the magistrate about 

the inappropriate language.  Such disrespect, particularly 

by an attorney familiar with proper courtroom practices, is 

wholly inappropriate. . . . Given defendant is a lawyer 

practicing in our State’s courts, we find defendant’s 

attitude offensive and incomprehensible.  

  

Slip op at 12, citing Foster, 2013 WL 2190072, at 8. The Court 

of Appeals panel thus unanimously upheld the DHC’s findings 

and affirmed its sanctions. Our airman told a local reporter she 

plans to appeal the decision to the state supreme court. 

 

She remains an interesting figure in Asheville, having been 

arrested for an allegedly-intoxicated altercation with a police 

officer outside a bar in 2014 (“I was certainly disruptive after 

the handcuffs were placed on me,” she told a reporter) and now, 

according to her Facebook page, has re-entered the law “after a 

three-year hiatus” offering both a North Carolina and California 

“grassroots holistic law practice,” and is also an artist and writer 

who “goes by Niki now.” 

 

Whatever her callsign is presently, hopefully our airman has 

reassessed her approach and learned that while blue skies 

presage a good trip, blue language on the legal airways leads 

directly into the buildups. Disruptive, confrontational street 

tactics may indeed by a valid and protected aspect of free 
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speech, but storming around a magistrates’ office hurling F-

bomb downbursts and other verbal thunderbolts is not.   

 

 

Taking a (Big) Chance on Love: Eavesdropping on the 

Frequency 

 

In the Matter of Tara F. Lenich, admitted as Tara Frances 

Lenich, an attorney and counselor-at-law. Opinion & 

Order 2017-09875  (Supreme Court of the State of New 

York, Appellate Division, December 29, 2017)  

 

From time to time on these flights together, we’ve had occasion 

to consider the facts and circumstances of particular penetrations 

of spar-shredding buildups that have their roots in affairs of the 

heart.  Such misadventures can, of course, occur along both the 

literal and legal airways in a variety of circumstances and are 

limited only by the imagination and, in most instances, the 

degree of spectacularly poor judgment exercised in particular 

cases.  In some instances, such conduct commences with just 

sticking a wingtip into a towering cumulus and, over time, 

progressively abandoning caution and the eventually having 

dangerous turbulence encounters.  In other instances, such as 

this one, a decision as bold as it is foolhardy is made to simply 

charge full-throttle into the most fearsome of buildups, driven 

by one of those most powerful of human instincts: the need for, 

or pursuit of, love – or, as the old Kenny Rogers hit called it, 

love or something like it.  So, let’s cinch our seatbelts down 

tight and consider the flight plan of our next legal airman. 
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Tara F. Lenich was a member of the New York bar who, by the 

time of the occurrences discussed here, had risen through the 

ranks of the Brooklyn District Attorney’s office and, by her 15th 

year of service, had achieved the coveted position of Detective 

First Grade and was Deputy Bureau Chief of the Violent 

Criminal Enterprise Bureau from 2014 forward. According to 

press accounts,3 for 11 of those years, she had worked with 

narcotics Detective Jarrett Lemieux, most recently on a 2014 

case involving a Delta Air Lines employee and four other men 

accused of smuggling 153 guns on the airline from Atlanta to 

New York. Both were in their 40’s; our airman was single, and 

Detective Lemieux was married.  It is not clear whether the two 

detectives had any sort of non-professional relationship over this 

time. 

 

But subsequent events make clear that, for whatever reason, 

Airman Lenich developed an interest – a very intense interest -- 

in the personal life of Detective Lemieux, and especially his 

relationship with another female detective in the DA’s office, 

Stephanie Rosenfeld.  Being very experienced in the obtaining 

and execution of wiretap warrants, our airman decided that she 

would use her professional skills to satisfy her curiosity (or 

perhaps, preoccupation) and purposefully fly her aircraft into 

some of the most fearsome buildups imaginable: for nearly 16 

months, she fabricated 24 wiretap orders on her fellow 

detectives’ cellphones by carefully slicing and dicing genuine 

signature blocks of two different judges from legitimate orders 

and attaching them to the bogus orders she then took to both 

Verizon and AT&T.  She executed the orders in the DA office’s 
                                                 
3  For interesting accounts of this entire matter, some of which are gleaned here, 

search our airman’s name on the website, inter alia, of www.nydailynews.com 
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wiretap room, telling colleagues that only she could monitor and 

review the conversations and text messages because she was 

working on a special internal assignment. 

 

Eventually, when the supposed assignment continued beyond 

one year, a colleague in the office became suspicious and went 

to his immediate supervisor, who then went to the acting district 

attorney.  Our airman was arrested in her office on November 

28, 2016, by some of her professional colleagues acting on a 

state warrant; she was fired later the same day, with the DA 

giving a press conference on the matter.   

 

She was subsequently indicted on two federal counts of illegal 

interception of communications, one for each cell phone, and 

the state charges were dismissed.  On April 3, 2017, our airman 

pled guilty in the United States District Court for the Eastern 

District of New York to two felony counts of illegal interception 

of communications, in violation of 18 USC §§ 2511(1)(a), 

(4)(a), and 3551. 

 

Obviously, her legal pilot’s license was now toast. The 

Grievance Committee for the Second, Eleventh, and Thirteenth 

Judicial Districts moved to strike our airman’s name from the 

state roll of attorneys and counselors-at-law, pursuant to 

Judiciary Law § 90(4), based upon her conviction of a felony; 

her counsel submitted a letter dated October 23, 2017, 

acknowledging that our airman did not contest or oppose the 

motion and apologizing for her actions. The Appellate Division 

of the Supreme Court reviewed and confirmed her automatic 

disbarment upon conviction of these particular Federal statutes, 

which closely followed in substance similar New York State 
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provisions, and ordered her stricken from the rolls on December 

29, 2017. 

 

Having lost her job, pled guilty to Federal crimes, and lost her 

legal airman’s certificate one might think that the crash damage 

was complete.  But that would be wrong.  On December 15, 

2017, counsel for the female victim of her snooping, former 

fellow detective Stephanie Rosenfeld, announced that she was 

suing our airman for having endured, according to the 

complaint, “months of humiliating looks and behind-the-back 

comments from supervisors and colleagues at the Kings County 

DA, defense attorneys in the courthouse, and even judges and 

court staff.” The lawsuit alleges that our airman had imagined 

the supposed affair that prompted the eavesdropping, and the 

PTSD which resulted caused Ms. Rosenfeld to resign her job 

with the DA and remain unemployed. 

 

Our airman’s bold but foolhardy plunge into the buildups could 

hardly have had more shattering consequences.  How extreme 

her inner emotional turbulence must have been to provoke her, 

an experienced legal airman and public servant, to take steps 

which she had to recognize were tantamount to pushing the 

control yoke of her career full forward and holding it there until 

the inevitable full-bore ground impact.  

 

 

Cheat and Repeat: Flunking the Flight Test 

 

 In the Matter of Phillip H. Chamberlain, No. 53S00-1303-

DI-191 (IN Dec.18, 2017) 
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In the world of commercial aviation, success and goodwill in the 

open marketplace require honest and straightforward dealing 

with the customers, particularly including paying passengers, 

since they represent the financial lifeblood of the enterprise.  

Financial mistakes and disagreements can of course arise from 

time to time, and the fair and prompt resolution of such matters 

are essential to the ongoing success and reputation of the carrier. 

 

The same maxims applied to legal airmen, where passenger 

relationships are likewise founded upon trust and fair dealing 

along the legal airways.  This is especially true when passengers 

on the flight are engaged in financial transactions in which the 

captain of the flight has not only a role but a personal financial 

interest in promoting.  In such matters, it is especially important 

that the passengers be taken for the bargained-for flight and not 

simply taken for a ride.  Our next legal airman became 

embroiled in buildups which were the direct result of his 

repeated failures to deal in straightforward fashion with his 

passengers, followed by untoward delays in making amends. 

 

Airman Philip H. Chamberlain was an experienced Indiana 

attorney who, in 2007, talked to a longtime acquaintance named 

Shannon Ramey, who with his girlfriend Helen Fields owned a 

company called Dorothy Apartment Rentals, about investing 

company funds in an Indiana golf course called JRock Ridge, 

which was owned by one Dwight Hart.  Our airman served as 

the golf course’s legal consultant, and told Ramey that it needed 

money in order to develop lots for residential construction.  

Ramey was interested and, upon our airman’s urging, agreed to 

loan money to the golf course. 
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At this point the airspace around our airman’s financial dealings 

with his friends and the golf course saw rapid buildups 

development.  In late January 2007 Ramey, on behalf of 

Dorothy Apartment Rentals, wrote a $35,000 check to JRock 

and gave it to our airman who, without Ramey’s knowledge or 

permission, kept $15,000 of that check for himself before 

passing the balance on to Hart for JRock.  In April, Ramey 

wrote another check to JRock for $36,750 and gave it to our 

airman.  Acting without any authority from JRock or its owner 

Hart, our airman endorsed this check in the name of JRock 

Capital Investment Inc.  and then signed his name beneath it 

with the title “Director,” which he was not.    

 

The following day, our airman pushed the throttles on his 

financial hutzpah still closer to the firewall by splitting the 

$36,750 into two cashier’s checks, one for $26,750 which he 

gave to Hart for JRock, and another for $10,000.  This latter 

cashier’s check, he endorsed in the name of JRock Capital and 

underneath that, wrote “Pay to Order: Hillcrest Shoppes Inc.,” a 

company in which he had a financial interest, and deposited 

those funds into his Hillcrest Shoppes bank account. 

 

Our airman then did an aileron roll in the midst of all the 

buildups towering around this phase of his flight.  When he gave 

the $26,750 check to Hart for JRock, he told him that JRock 

owed $1750 back to Dorothy Apartment Rentals for some sort 

of fee, so Hart dutifully wrote a check to Ramey’s apartment 

company for that amount and gave it to our airman.   

 

Now, what do you think our airman did with this check? 
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While you’re wrestling with this difficult question, you may also 

be thinking it would impossible for our airman to have done 

anything additional among the towering buildups of this 

transaction.   

 

But you would be wrong.  After dunning JRock’s Hart for the 

Dorothy Apartment Rentals “fee” which (spoiler alert!) he kept, 

our airman told Hart that he was not getting any money for 

doing all this work and asked him for a $5000 loan that he 

would repay the following week.  And Hart gave him the 

$5,000.  

 

Now, do you think he paid this loan from Hart back the 

following week? Later? Or ever? 

  

Meanwhile, by the summer of 2007, Ramey suspected 

something was wrong because he was not getting payments on 

the loans he had made to Hart for the golf course development, 

and hired another attorney to investigate.  When Hart responded 

to that attorney that he understood that the amounts he had 

received from Ramey through our airman were not loans but for 

the purchases of lots on the golf course, Ramey filed a report on 

our airman with the Bloomington Police Department in 

November, 2007.   

 

For his part, Hart and his LLC repaid the monies he’d finally 

received from Ramey through our airman.  And then, he went 

bankrupt. 

 

In May 2008, the State charged our airman with five class C 

felonies: counts I & II were for the fraudulent sale of securities; 
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count III was for forgery; count IV was for sale of unregistered 

securities; and count V, for transacting business as an 

unregistered broker-dealer or agent.  After more than four years 

of delays and continuances, the state and our airman reached a 

plea agreement in October, 2012 in which he pled guilty to an 

amended count I, counterfeiting under Indiana Code section 35-

43-5-2(a)(1)(D).  Pursuant to the plea agreement, the trial court 

had discretion to enter judgment as either a class D felony or a 

class A misdemeanor.  Sentencing and the amount of restitution 

was also to be determined by the court after a hearing. 

 

Our airman represented himself in the sentencing and restitution 

hearing that was held over the course of two days in January and 

February, 2013.  At the hearing, Hart testified that as a result of 

his dealings with our airman, he’d had to pay $124,000 but was 

still short over $44,000.  Hart did not dispute that our airman 

had repaid him $25,500 in February 2008 before any criminal 

charges were filed so that Hart could partially pay back Ramey.  

The State ultimately stipulated it would not seek more than 

$16,750 in restitution from our airman, and the court entered 

judgment as a class D felony with 540 days jail time suspended 

to probation and 120 hours of community service.  If our airman 

successfully completed his probationary period in August, 2014, 

he could apply to have his class D felony reduced to a class A 

misdemeanor.  As noted previously, his restitution to Hart was 

ultimately set at $10,000. 

 

To summarize what happened next, we will now crank our DF 

loop (remember those?) around from the criminal lobe of our 

airman’s deviations to the enforcement lobe. After our airman 

was convicted, the Indiana Supreme Court Disciplinary 
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Commission promptly filed a “Notice of Finding of Guilt” on 

March 14, 2013, and issued an order on June 11, 2013, 

suspending him on an interim basis under Indiana Admission 

and Discipline Rule 23(11.1)(a).  After the Commission filed a 

“Verified Complaint for Disciplinary Action” against our 

airman on October 28, 2013, he sought and was granted a stay 

of the disciplinary proceedings pending resolution of 

proceedings in his criminal case.  On November 7, 2016, after 

almost three and a half years, the Court issued an order lifting 

the stay. 

 

 The assigned hearing officer filed her report on September 6, 

2017 following a hearing.  She found, and our airman admitted, 

violations of Indiana Professional Conduct Rules 8.4(b) by 

committing a criminal act that reflected adversely on his 

honesty, trustworthiness, or fitness as a lawyer, and of 8.4(c) by 

engaging in conduct involving dishonesty, fraud, deceit or 

misrepresentation. 

 

On its review, the Indiana Supreme Court noted that our airman 

challenged the first three of the six aggravating factors found by 

the hearing officer, to wit, findings that 1) the victim (Hart) was 

vulnerable; 2) our airman refuses to acknowledge the wrongful 

nature of his misconduct; and 3) he has been indifferent to 

making restitution. The Court found the challenges to these 

findings very poorly taken, saying in part: 

 

Although Respondent pled guilty, he has spent many of the 

intervening years denying that he committed counterfeiting 

and filing multiple collateral attacks, including an 

“Amended Motion for Relief [from] Judgment” filed in the 
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criminal court shortly before final hearing in this matter in 

which Respondent alleged that his guilty plea and 

restitution order resulted from fraud and misconduct by the 

victim, the prosecutor, the judge, and the Indiana Securities 

Division.  And finally, the numerous promises made by 

Respondent over the years to pay the restitution, his failure 

to honor those promises despite an ability to pay, and the 

myriad efforts engaged in by Respondent to avoid his 

restitution obligation, are well-chronicled in Respondent’s 

own pleadings and testimony, the hearing officer’s report, 

and orders issued by the criminal court. . . . For the reasons 

described above, Respondent’s argument that he engaged 

in a “timely good faith effort to make restitution or to 

rectify [the] consequences of [his] misconduct” does not 

pass the straight face test.4 

 

Slip op. at 3 (internal citations omitted). 

 

The Court thereupon continued our airman’s interim sanction, 

which began in June of 2013, for at least three more years 

commencing December 18, 2017, with no automatic 
                                                 

4 In its own footnote on this point, the Court noted: 
To cite just two illustrative examples, Respondent briefly made $20 monthly 

installment payments toward his restitution obligation, but ceased doing so 

immediately after his motions to terminate his probation early and to reduce his 

conviction from a class D felony to a class A misdemeanor were granted by the 

criminal court in 2014.  And in 2016, Respondent brought a cashier’s check for full 

restitution plus interest to a hearing on a motion to correct error Respondent had 

filed, but refused to part with the check unless the State would agree to an early 

expungement of Respondent’s conviction.  After the State rebuffed Respondent’s 

proposal, Respondent wrote directly to the victim, threatening “that if I prevail on 

my pending motions the restitution award could be reduced to nothing[.]”  

Slip op at 3, note 1 (internal citations omitted). 
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reinstatement and any future application to take to the airways to 

be accompanied by evidence of full payment of his $10,000 

restitution tab plus all costs of the proceedings. 

 

Hopefully this extensive time in the tiedowns will convince 

airman Chamberlain of what the last four-plus years haven’t 

seemed to.  Now that our airman has lost all room for post-flight 

maneuvering, all that remains is to stay on the ground, pay the 

costs and restitution, and take to heart the consequences he has 

brought upon himself and the harm he did to others. 

 

In sum, then, the same attributes which make for safe piloting – 

careful planning, knowledge of regulatory requirements, 

awareness of one’s environment, and recognition of developing 

hazards – are key to avoiding ethical difficulties in the practice 

of law.  Circumnavigating the buildups is not difficult if these 

are applied to both aviation and litigation.  

 

Have a safe flight, and happy landings. 

 

 


